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NUXE SPAS
NUXE Spas are unique locations where emotion and performance marry
harmoniously to create a genuine invitation to a relaxing journey.
During your stay, pamper yourself at the NUXE Spa Maçakızı, enjoy sumptuous
face and body treatments, divine NUXE Massages® and delectable relaxing
oriental therapies.
Treat yourself to a moment of pure wellness, to replenish your skin and smooth
away visible signs of fatigue and stress in the heart of Bodrum.
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FACE TREATMENTS
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FUNDAMENTAL TREATMENT
WITH BOTANICAL ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

45 mins. - 220 TL

At the beginning of the treatment, your Spa therapist will suggest the most
appropriate treatment for your skin type
INSTANT RADIANCE TREATMENT WITH FLOWERS
Flash targeted treatment for a radiance skin
Women & Men - All skin types
“AROMA-LACTÉ® crème fraîche®” TREATMENT
Moisturizing and stimulating treatment
Dehydrated skin
“AROMA-PERFECTION®” TREATMENT WITH PLANTS
Purifying and detoxifying treatment
Combination skin and clogged pores
ULTRA COMFORTING TREATMENT WITH HONEY
Soothing and lipid-replenishing treatment
Dry and sensitive skin
“BEAU JOUEUR®” TREATMENT - For Men
Moisturizing or purifying treatment

exceptional TREATMENT
WITH FLOWERS AND PRECIOUS PLANTS

1hr.15 - 280 TL

At the beginning of the treatment, your Spa therapist will suggest the most
appropriate anti-aging treatment for your skin
“NIRVANESQUE®” TREATMENT
Smoothing and relaxing treatment
“MERVEILLANCE® EXPERT” TREATMENT
Smoothing and filling treatment
“NUXURIANCE®” TREATMENT
Re-densifying and filling treatment
“NUXELLENCE®” TREATMENT
Youth and radiance treatment
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NUXE MASSAGES ®
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Our selection of exclusive massages for women and men

GENTLE NUXE MASSAGES ®

45 mins. - 200 TL

RELAXING MASSAGE
Through its slow rhythm and gentle movements, this body massage brings
a deep relaxation
CHARISMATIC® HEAD MASSAGE
This invigorating and soothing massage quickly removes muscular and nervous
tensions
FOOT RELAXATION
Relaxing massage of reflex points on the soles, followed by a comforting foot
wrap in hot slippers

INTENSE NUXE MASSAGES ®

1hr.15 - 280 TL

MACAKIZI MASSAGE
This exclusive massage alternates modeling techniques drainage and long
smoothing soothing and enveloping movements. It associates the use of hands
and 100% natural hot shells to release body fatigue
RELAXING MASSAGE
Through its slow rhythm and gentle movements, this long body massage brings
a deep relaxation
ENERGY
Dynamic massage designed to reinvigorate the body using deep massage
techniques and warm wooden balls
AYURVESIAM
Muscular massage using five metals bowl that focuses on the areas of the body
where stress accumulates to encourage surface circulation and restore energy
and vitality
THAI MASSAGE*
Great relief of physical and emotional tension, improves flexibility, sleep, a greater
awareness of body and mind, and a release of blocked energy

* Without NUXE protocol
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HAMMAM TREATMENTS
Experience the glamour of Ottoman Tradition
and feel the radiance and health in your skin

TRADITIONAL TURKISH BATH
- Hammam
- Full Body kese scrub
- Foam massage
- Hair-wash and conditioning
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45 mins. - 200 TL / pers
360 TL / duo

BODY TREATMENTS
INSTANT RADIANCE BOOSTER TREATMENT

45 mins. - 185 TL

Exfoliating and smoothing treatment

“PRODIGIEUX®” TREATMENT

1hr.15 - 290 TL

Exfoliating, moisturizing and anti-fatigue treatment

BODY CONTOURING TREATMENT

45 mins. - 185 TL

Manual slimming body treatment using “palper-rouler”

BODY CONTOURING PACKAGE - 5 TREATMENTS

840 TL

the EXTRAS
Complete your body or face treatment with our essentials
HAND & FOOT BEAUTY TREATMENT
HAND BEAUTY TREATMENT
Hand Beauty treatment and nail polish application

70 TL

FOOT BEAUTY TREATMENT
Foot Beauty treatment and nail polish application

80 TL

HAND & FOOT BEAUTY TREATMENT
Hand & Foot Beauty treatment and nail polish application

150 TL

ON DEMAND :
FITNESS training private SESSION
package OF 5 sessions
kick boxing private session
yoga or pilates private session
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45 mins. - 180 TL / duo 300
700
45 mins. - 150
1hr. - 200 TL / duo 350

TL
TL
TL
TL

ESCAPADES PACKAGES
Savour a moment of well-being and relaxation with a tailored program
ESSENTIAL ESCAPADE
- Choice of a 45 min NUXE Massage® (45 mins.)
- Radiance Face treatment - women or men (45 mins.)

OTTOMANE ESCAPADE

1hr.30 - 330 TL / pers
640 TL / duo

2hrs. - 450 TL / pers
850 TL / duo

- Traditional Turkish Bath (45 mins.)
- NUXE Massage® Maçakızı (1hr.15)

DREAM BODY ESCAPADE
- Instant radiance booster Body treatment (45 mins.)
- Body Contouring treatment (45 mins.)

1hr.30 - 340 TL / pers
650 TL / duo

beach massages
Treat yourself by the sea, directly on our wooden decks
foot or hand relaxation

30 mins. - 150 TL
Relaxing massage of reflex points, using hydrating NUXE gentle creams

CHARISMATIC® HEAD MASSAGE

30 mins. - 150 TL

foot relaxation &
charismatic® head massage		

45 mins. - 200 TL
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SPA ETIQUETTE
BOOKING
Any cancellation must be made at least 5 hours prior to your scheduled appointment.
In case of cancellations made less than 5 hours in advance, or no shows, treatments
will be charged.
The treatment time indicated is the actual duration of the treatment.
ARRIVAL
Please arrive at least 10 minutes before your scheduled appointment in order to
respect the timeliness of our treatment schedule.
Any delay, will reduce the length of your treatment by the equivalent time.
You can access the Spa wearing the robe available in your room.
The Spa also provides a locker room and showers should you wish to get changed
there.
ACCESS TO THE SPA
Please respect the peaceful and quiet atmosphere of the Spa.
Maçakizi declines all responsibility in the event of theft or loss of personal belonging.
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NUXE Spa Maçakizi
Kesire Mevkii Narçiçegi sk. 48400 Göltürkbükü
Bodrum
TURKEY
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